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6 Keys to Success!  
 Teacher Support 

 Understanding and building on student strengths 

 Communication between teachers and principals 

 Communication between principals and admin 

 Maximization of all available resources 

 Parental Support 



Mainstreaming Defined 
 Mainstreaming is an ideal situation and IDEA's preference for the placement of 

exceptional students. Placement of exceptional students is to be in the least 
restrictive environment as possible, which means, regular classroom setting. 
Although mainstreaming and inclusion aren't mentioned in the law, it is the 
preferred practice. Mainstreaming has many advantages:  

 Students are more likely to attend the school they would normally attend. 
 The educational setting is more authentic. 
 Regular and special education support provides a more individualized 

approach. 
 Greater social opportunities 
 Curricula is more relevant to the grade 
 Greater sense of belonging 
 The IEP is still in place in the regular classroom using the inclusional approach 

 



Writing an IEP 
 The Individual Education Program (IEP) is every exceptional or identified 

student's lifeline for academic success. If students with special needs are to 
achieve the academic curriculum or an alternative curriculum to the best 
of their ability and as independently as possible, the professionals involved 
in the delivery of their programming must have a plan in place.  

 IEP GOALS:  
 The IEP goals should be developed with the following criteria:  
 specific 
 realistic 
 attainable 
 measurable 
 Challenging 

 



Setting IEP Goals 
 Before setting goals the team must first determine the present level of 

performance using various assessment tools, the needs must be clearly 
and specifically defined. When determining IEP goals consider the 
student's classroom placement, is the student in the least hindering 
environment. Do the goals coordinate with the regular classroom 
activities and schedules and do they follow the general curriculum?  

 After the goals have been identified, it is then stated how the team will 
help the student to achieve the goals, this is referred to as the 
measurable part of the goals. Each goal must have a clearly stated 
objective how, where and when each task will be implemented. Define 
and list any adaptations, aides or supportive techniques that may be 
required to encourage success. Clearly explain how progress will be 
monitored and measured. Be specific about time frames for each 
objective. Expect goals to be achieved at the end of an academic year. 
Objectives are skills required to achieve the desired goal, objectives 
should be accomplished in shorter intervals.  



Team Effort! 
 Team Members: IEP team members are parents of the student, 

special education teacher, classroom teacher, support workers 
and outside agencies involved with the individual. Each member 
of the team plays a vital role in the development of a successful 
IEP.  

 Education Program Plans can become overwhelming and 
unrealistic. A good rule of thumb is to set one goal for each 
academic strand. This enables the teams manageability and 
accountability to ensure that resources are available to help the 
individual achieve the desired goals.  

 If the student IEP meets all of the student needs and is focused 
on skills for success, results and outcomes, the student with 
special needs will have every opportunity for academic 
achievement no matter how challenging their needs may be 
 



Inclusion Defined 
 Inclusion is the preferred method of placement for 

students with special needs whenever possible. In 
IDEA, Section 504, and the ADA it is clear that 
students with disabilities must be educated in 
regular education settings to the maximum extent 
appropriate in light of their needs, and prohibit 
their exclusion unless education there cannot be 
achieved satisfactorily even with appropriate 
supplementary aids and services.  

 



Understanding Inclusion 
 Inclusion in the Classroom  
 According to the law, a student with a disability must be 

placed in the least restrictive environment possible and 
should only be removed from the regular classroom if his 
disability is so severe that even with extra aid and help, the 
student cannot learn in that environment. 

 This means that even if you don't teach a special-needs class, 
you will have many students throughout your teaching career 
who are disabled in one form or another. Many of these 
students will have learning disabilities that will not be 
apparent, but others will have disabilities that are very 
apparent to the rest of your class. 
 



Arguments AGAINST Inclusion 
 Arguments Against Full Inclusion Those who are against the idea of full inclusion also have a 

range of arguments to support their opinion. For one thing, parents of disabled children 
sometimes fear that full inclusion will lead to less — not more — attention for their students. 
According to L. H. Cohen in Train Go Sorry: Inside a Deaf World, the deaf community is 
concerned that full inclusion places their language and culture at risk. Further, some advocates 
argue that the needs of highly gifted students cannot be met in the regular classroom. 

 Another argument used against full inclusion is that increased exposure of disabled to 
nondisabled students does not necessarily lead to greater acceptance. Instead, students with 
disabilities are faced with even greater amounts of prejudice and name-calling. This is 
especially true for students who are the slowest or the fastest learners. 

 When a teacher has to spend extra time making accommodations so that the students with 
disabilities understand a lesson, students without disabilities may complain and make the 
disabled students feel embarrassed. Similarly, when gifted students learn everything very fast, 
other students might make fun of them. While teachers can work against this, they are not 
always successful. Students may just wait until the teacher is not around or listening to make 
their comments. 
 



Arguments FOR Inclusion 
 Arguments for Full Inclusion The idea of full inclusion is still considered controversial by 

some people. Proponents of full inclusion believe that this system is necessary to provide 
a free appropriate public education (FAPE) to all students. If learning-disabled students 
are not allowed to join the general school population, they will be missing out on the 
same education as those in the mainstream. Further, there will be a stigma associated 
with them for attending special classes, and they will never be able to feel as if they are 
really part of the school. Therefore, unless their disability precludes them from being 
able to learn in the normal classroom, they should be placed there. 

 Courts have tended to agree with the idea of full inclusion. Many times, the courts have 
cited the importance of giving all students equitable education, along with the idea that 
all students will benefit from the addition of individuals with disabilities to the 
classroom. 

 Another reason for full inclusion is that regular students have the opportunity to see the 
special-needs students as part of their class. The hope is that the more nondisabled 
students are around those with disabilities, the less prejudice there will be against them. 
The interaction will help broaden the horizons of all students and lead to a better, more 
congenial educational experience for all. The different perspective of the students with 
disabilities will add to the class as a whole. 
 



The Inclusive Classroom 
 The inclusive classroom means that all students have the right to feel 

safe, supported and included at school and in the regular classroom as 
much as possible. There is ongoing debate about placing students 
completely in the regular classroom. Views from both parents and 
educators can create a great deal of anxiety and passion. However, most 
students today are placed in agreement with both parents and 
educators. Often, the placement will be the regular classroom as much 
as possible with some cases where alternatives are selected.  
The Individuals With Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), amended 
version 2004, does not actually list the word inclusion. The law actually 
requires that children with disabilities be educated in the "least 
restrictive environment appropriate” to meet their “unique needs.” The 
"least restrictive environment" typically means placement in the 
regular education classroom which typically means 'Inclusion' when 
ever possible. IDEA also recognizes that it is not always possible or 
beneficial for some students. 
 

http://specialed.about.com/od/specialedacronyms/g/lre.htm
http://specialed.about.com/od/specialedacronyms/g/lre.htm
http://specialed.about.com/od/idea/a/IdeaDefined.htm


The Inclusive Classroom 
(Continued) 
 An Overview of the Inclusive Classroom 

In the inclusive classroom, it is important that the teacher 
fully understands the learning, social and physical needs of 
the students. A teacher has a special role to play when 
trying to maximize learning potential for students with 
special needs. It becomes the educator's role to create a 
welcoming environment and provide students with 
ongoing opportunities to learn, share, and engage in all 
classroom activities. Determining what alternate 
assessment needs to occur is another area where the 
educator needs to make changes to specifically support the 
student in the regular classroom. 

http://specialed.about.com/od/integration/a/inclusional.htm


What does an Inclusion Classroom 
Look Like? 
 The classroom is a beehive of activity. Students should be engaged in 

problem solving activities. John Dewey once said, 'the only time we 
think is when we're given a problem. The classroom that is child 
centered is based on learning centers. There will be a language center 
with learning goals, perhaps a media center with opportunity to listen 
to taped stories or create a multimedia presentation on the computer. 
There will be a music centre and a math centre with many 
manipulatives. The goals are always clearly stated prior to students 
engaging in learning activities. The teacher will ask students for 
reminders about the acceptable noise level, learning goals, and what 
completed tasks look like. The teacher again, facilitates the learning 
throughout the centers and focuses on some specific centers. Activities 
at the centers take into consideration multiple intelligences and 
learning styles. The learning centers begin with whole class 
instructions and end with whole class discussions on the learning that 
took place.  
 



What does Assessment Look Like?  
 Observation is key. More of an “Assessment FOR 

learning” than “Assessment OF learning”. 

 Knowing what to look for is critical: Does the child 
give up easily? Does the child persevere? Is the child 
able to show how he got the task right?  

 The teacher targets a few learning goals per day and a 
few students per day to observe for goal attainment. 
Formal/informal interviews will help the assessment 
process. How closely does the individual remain on 
task? Why or why not? How does the student feel 
about the activity? What are their thinking processes?  
 



  
   Successful learning centers require good classroom 

management and well known rules and 
procedures. A productive learning environment 
will take time to implement. The teacher may have 
to call the whole class together regularly in the 
beginning to ensure that all rules and expectations 
are being adhered to. Remember, think big but 
start small. Introduce a couple of centers per week. 
See more information on assessment. 

 

http://specialed.about.com/od/assessment/a/AandE.htm


The Teacher’s Role… 
 The teacher facilitates the learning by encouraging, prompting, 

interacting, and probing with good questioning techniques, such 
as 'How do you know it's right - can you show me how?'. The 
teacher provides 3-4 activities that address the multiple learning 
styles and enables students make choices. For instance, in a 
spelling activity a student may choose to cut and paste the letters 
from newspapers or use magnetic letters to manipulate the 
words or use colored shaving cream to print the words. The 
teacher will have mini-conferences with students. The teacher 
will provide many learning manipulatives and opportunities for 
small group learning. Parent volunteers are helping with 
counting, reading, assisting with unfinished tasks, journals, 
reviewing basic concepts such as math facts and sight words.  
 

http://specialed.about.com/od/teacherchecklists/a/bloom.htm
http://specialed.about.com/od/literacy/a/dolch.htm


 
The Successful Inclusive 
Classroom… 
 Keys to success include:  
 Students need to be active - not passive learners. 
 Children should be encouraged to make choices as often as 

possible, a good teacher will allow students some time to 
flounder as some of the most powerful learning stems from 
taking risks and learning from mistakes. 

 Parental involvement is crucial. 
 Students with disabilities must be free to learn at their own 

pace and have accommodations and alternative assessment 
strategies in place to meet their unique needs. 

 Students need to experience success, learning goals need to 
be specific, attainable and measurable and have some 
challenge to them. 
 

http://specialed.about.com/od/iep/a/accomod.htm
http://specialed.about.com/od/iep/a/iepGoalWriting.htm


Preparing Students for Inclusion 
 Preparing Students for the Inclusive Classroom 

This checklist helps both parent and teacher prepare 
the student for the inclusional classroom setting. The 
child needs to know what to expect, equally important 
is to ensure that there are no surprises.  

http://specialed.about.com/od/teacherchecklists/a/mainstream.htm


Success for Teachers and Students 
 No surprises please! The child needs to know what to expect. This 

means making sure they fully understand the rules and routines 
expected. The child should be well prepared and fully understand what 
consequences are when the rules are broken. 

 The regular classroom teacher has been fully informed of the child's 
strengths, weaknesses and how to maximize success for the child. The 
teacher needs to know how long the child can focus for and what the 
preferred learning style is. The regular teachers needs to know the 
child's level of functioning and how to use any specialized equipment 
the child may have. The teacher needs to be committed to maximizing 
success for the student.  

 The regular classroom students need to be prepared for the incoming 
student. It helps to have a few peers support the child and become the 
child's special friend(s). The teacher will need to make sure the rest of 
the class understand why it is important to fully include the child. 

http://specialed.about.com/cs/behaviordisorders/a/rules.htm
http://specialed.about.com/od/classroommanagement/a/consequences.htm


The Big Picture 
 The regular classroom teacher will need to know what type of support is in 

place once the child is in the mainstream/regular class. 
 The child's parents should be involved in the process. They will need to meet 

with the regular teacher and have confidence that their child's interests are a 
priority, good relationships are essential. 

 The parents should be given information on what to expect and how they can 
help and home in a supportive role. 

 The child's IEP should be well known by the regular teacher and the parents 
should be able to have confidence that the IEP will be fully implemented and 
revised as necessary based on the child's needs and strengths and to maximize 
the learning opportunities. 

 The classroom environment must be maximized to support the child which 
will vary depending upon the nature of the special needs. The special 
education teacher will work with the regular classroom teacher to ensure that 
the classroom environment supports the child. 

 There are huge social, emotional and academic benefits to mainstreaming, 
however, everyone needs to be on the same page and committed to success on 
behalf of the student. It is also important to note that change takes time, there 
will be a period of adjustment and during this period, patience and ongoing 
commitment will be required. 
 



Inclusion Classroom Checklist 
 The Inclusional Classroom Checklist 

This checklist provides educators with guidance about 
maximizing success for students in an inclusional 
setting. There are 12 key items that will guide the 
establishment of a successful inclusional setting. Each 
item points to some form of action which will be key in 
maximizing success for the student with special needs. 
You'll find that the checklist includes strategies for 
academic, social and physical success. 

http://specialed.about.com/od/integration/a/checklist.htm
http://specialed.about.com/od/integration/a/checklist.htm
http://specialed.about.com/od/integration/a/checklist.htm
http://specialed.about.com/od/integration/a/checklist.htm


Inclusion Checklist 
 Learn how to be inclusional in your practice. Are you setting your students up for success? Try this 

checklist to see where your areas of strengths and weaknesses are. 1.___ Are students able to cope with 
the assigned tasks?  

 2.___ Do you give instructions/directions at his/her level of need?  
 3.___ Have you considered the individual's learning style?  
 4.___ Are your objectives, routines and rules clearly understood by the students?  
 5.___ Are your activities engaging and motivating for your students?  
 6.___ Are your rules/routines posted clearly and stated positively?  
 7.___ Do you have a variety of rewards/consequences that are well known by your students?  
 8.___ Do you have smooth transitions from one subject to another and when students return from 

recess/lunch?  
 9.___ Do you promote self-esteem and confidence?  
 10.___ Do you ensure you have your student's attention before starting? Do you pause when somebody 

interrupts?  
 11.___ Do you always demonstrate respect for your students and value their contributions?  
 12.___ Do you remember to have fun with your students and provide humor when the opportunity 

presents itself?  
 If you can answer yes to these questions, your discipline plan will be one of success. If you answered 

no to items on this list - look toward improving that specific area. See the resource links below for 
additional support.  



Peer Support 
 Using Peer Support in the Inclusive Classroom 

Peer support is one of the most essential ingredients in 
the inclusive classroom setting. Peer support helps to 
build rapport and a sense of belonging and community 
among students. Students with special needs often 
become the targets for inappropriate behavioral 
conduct from other students, however, by education 
the whole class and having members of the class 
become peer supporters, the problem of teasing is 
often minimized.  

http://specialed.about.com/od/integration/a/awareness.htm


Peer Support 
 More and more students with disabilities are being placed in the 

regular classroom setting to be 'included' with all students. One of the 
goals for inclusion to be successful is social skills development and peer 
support to ensure that students with disabilities feel well accepted. 
Peer relationships don't just happen due to a physical placement, 
teachers need to provide opportunities to facilitate positive interactions 
to promote understanding and acceptance. When peers understand a 
child's disability, they often become much more supportive, willing and 
accepting. When peers understand, they too benefit! Here's a list of 
ideas to try with students to maximize the success of the inclusional 
classroom. 1. Have the students in your class find out 5 things about 
other students. This could include, favorite TV shows, size of family, 
favorite hobby, vacations, number of pets etc. Leave time for sharing.  
 

http://specialed.about.com/od/teacherstrategies/a/incl.htm


Pyramid of Friends… 
 2. Pyramid of Friends. Use a pyramid to let students put the most important 

person on the bottom line of the pyramid and keep identifying people for each 
step of the pyramid. For example, the smaller top line could be used to identify 
a support person - speech and language etc.)  

 3. Have students list the characteristics of good friends. Once their list is done, 
provide a discussion about the students with disabilities being able to have 
those same characteristics. This helps students realize that they can be good 
friends with students with disabilities.  

 4. 2 New Friends. Challenge your students to find 2 new friends (encouraging 
those with disabilities). Over a period of 2 months, ask students to keep a 
journal of all the friendship activities they did with their 2 new friends.  

 5. Use 2 columns. The first column asks students about the qualities they look 
for in a friend. The second column asks students why they would make a good 
friend.  

 6. Let students put together a chart of strengths and weaknesses. Compare 
them as a group.  

http://specialed.about.com/od/integration/ss/friends.htm


Continued… 
 7. Here's an activity to support non-verbal students. Make up a set of 

cards or list of the following: You need help with a task, you want to see 
a friend's book, you need a drink of water, somebody is bothering you, 
you want to work with a certain friend, you forgot your lunch, you want 
to know when recess is, you don't feel well and want mom to pick you 
up, it's pizza day and you want to order 2 slices, your shoelace is 
undone and you want help tying it back up, you want to go to the 
listening centre, you need the teacher's attention, etc. Students then 
have to convey one of the messages without being able to talk.  

 8. For vision impairments, blindfold a student and require a few tasks 
in the classroom for them to do like sharpening a pencil, finding their 
math book etc.  

 You want all children to feel a part of your classroom. Ongoing 
activities to support inclusion for all students will need to occur daily. 
You will be surprise at how quickly your regular classroom students 
support and become friends with those students with disabilities but it 
doesn't happen without the ongoing support of the teacher. 

 



Reach and Teach with Inclusion 
 How To Reach and Teach all Students in the Inclusive Classroom 

It always helps to have great resources to help out.  
 Some food for thought regarding some of the challenges of the full inclusional 

model include: How can you ensure that the student relationships in your class 
are not superficial? 

 How will you provide intense one to one instruction? Time for this is often 
greatly reduced. 

 How will you ensure that equal rights are in place for all students? 
 Sometimes you'll be faced with research that suggests the inclusional 

classroom may not be as successful based on the specific needs of the student. 
 Many parents want both inclusion and alternative settings. Sometimes the full 

inclusional model just won't support all the needs. 
 Although inclusion is the preferred approach, it is recognized that for a 

number of students, it is not only challenging but sometimes controversial. If 
you are a special education teacher, there is no doubt that you have discovered 
some of the challenges of inclusion. 

http://specialed.about.com/od/integration/gr/inclusiverev.htm


The RTI Connection… 
 Effective campus planning should include strategies 

and resources that support the RTI (response to 
intervention) process.  

 This includes helping all stakeholders throughout the 
school community to understand the proactive, 
responsive, engaging, and effective 3-Tier process of 
basic classroom instruction in Tier 1, specialized 
small—group instruction in Tier 2, and specialized 
group and individual instruction in Tier 3. 



RTI Continued… 
 Process contains solid research-based, best practices that 

are supported by the Education Commission of the United 
States (2011). 

 Effective campus planning that supports RTI allows for 
successful progress monitoring of students which is 
supported by the National Center on RTI (2012), which 
states “progress monitoring is used to assess students’ 
academic performance to quantify a student rate of 
improvement or responsiveness to instruction and to 
evaluate the effectiveness of instruction. Progress 
monitoring can be implemented with individual students 
or entire class.” (2011, p. 3). 



Continued…  
 RTI process should reflect needs of students and 

emphasize maximizing student achievement among 
ALL student groups, not just struggling at-risk 
students with potential special education needs. 

 In essence, campus planning reflects how these best 
practices can serve as what all good teachers do for 
ALL students in class. 




